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California Heights Neighborhood
news is a bi-monthly publication
of the California Heights
Neighborhood Association.
All residents are invited to
contribute articles and opinions.
We reserve the right to edit for
clarity and brevity.
Opinions
expressed are not necessarily
shared by all residents nor the
editor. Our goal is to provide a
voice to our community, keeping
residents informed of issues
affecting the quality of life in
California Heights.

Thank goodness for small favors! The break in our heat wave arrived just in
time for our Saturday, July 29 Tree Care Event on Walnut Avenue. While still
muggy, the clouds kept the hot sun off of our hardworking volunteers who came
out to help get our young trees through this grueling summer.
Boy did they need us! Some were stout and healthy, but many were not much
larger than the day they were planted. After three years, most, if not all of the
trees should have been able to lose their stakes! Some suffered from drought,
many were weed whacked due to grass growing at their feet, and a few had
given up altogether - sad, considering the effort that went into getting them into
the ground. And we never plant a tree where it is not requested. But, hey,
that’s why we have tree care days.
About twenty volunteers descended upon the street. From Cal Heights, Lakewood, Irvine, West Hollywood, LA, Culver City and the Valley, and even one
resident from Walnut Avenue (thanks, Steve!), we weeded, pruned, removed
sod, mulched and removed stakes from trees that were big enough to stand on
their own. Finally, we deep watered all the needy trees in hopes of giving them
another stab at life.
The average life of a street tree is just seven years! That means that most never
live long enough to provide a shady walk or cool a house on a hot day, show
off their spring flowers, their green canopies of summer, or their beautiful fall
colors, not to mention their chance to absorb pollutants that lead to global
warming. And any realtor will tell you that a treed street commands higher returns at sale time.
Continued on page 8
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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
In October we will be celebrating our 10th Home
and Garden Tour. The tour, which was the inspiration of a few dedicated residents, has grown
into one of the premier events in all of Long
Beach.
Thanks to the efforts of John Reynolds, who has
been our Main Sponsor for all ten years and the
many, many other local businesses that assist us,
we are able to provide an event that is right up
there with any of the best home tours in Southern
California.
I would like to thank the many Cal Heights residents who responded back to our request for volunteers. At its core, we need volunteers to keep
the association and the many projects moving forward. Without you, our neighborhood would be
just like any other neighborhood in Long Beach.
Keep up the good work Cal Heights residents.
Albert Guerra
CHNA President
PS- I would like to apologize to those of you who
have tried to contact me via phone. I was unaware until recently that our answering machine
was not recording your messages. We have replaced it and we are here to assist. You can always email me via the website if you cant get a
hold of me by phone. Thanks for your patience.

Special thanks to residents donating to CHNA
Carmelita Blas
Lourdes Carlos
Rafael & Angela Diaz
Mr & Mrs. Donald Lewis
Mabel Seifert
Mabel also included a brief note with her contribution.
In April 1966 my husband and I felt most fortunate
to buy our home [Rose Avenue]. Forty years later,
as a widow in her late 80's, I'm most grateful to all
of you "younger" people who are giving your time
and energy into keeping Cal Heights a good place to
live. I have my January 2004 Sunset magazine-if
anyone were to doubt it.
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SKATEBOARDING, SCOOTERING AND
ROLLERBLADING IN CAL HEIGHTS
Recently, one of our Cal Heights teen residents wrote
a letter to Phil Hester, the Director of Parks, Marine
and Recreation, requesting that a Skate Board Park
be built in Cal Heights or in a nearby location.
Unfortunately, Cal Heights has no empty lots and
building any kind of park has been unfeasible. But
the request for a skate park spurred an idea. Why
not bring the Skate Park on Wheels program to Cal
Heights?
The Skate Park on Wheels program began providing
services on June 16, 2001 and this year are celebrating recreational activities to all skateboarders, rollerbladers in our 5th Anniversary as the premier mobile
skate park program. The program offers skate
ramps, rails and scooter enthusiast in Long Beach. The
Skate Park on Wheels program sets up at 6 different
sites Monday thru Saturday all year long. The program offers a safe and fun environment for participants to practice and refine "tricks" of their chosen
sport. Skate Park on Wheels also hosts an annual
amateur skate competition with different skill level divisions so that the skateboarders of Long Beach can
show their stuff, win great prizes and claim the title
"Best Skateboarder in Long Beach".
On Saturday, August 26th from 2 - 5 pm the Mobile
Skate Board on Wheels will be coming to Cal Heights.
They will be set up between Hughes Middle School
and Longfellow School. This is the space that is normally closed during school hours.
The Mobile Skate Board on Wheels truck has a limited amount of boards, scooters and protective gear i.
e. helmet, knee and elbow pads for participants to
use. Bring your own gear if you have it. All safety
equipment must be worn and your equipment must
check out for safety. All participants must complete a
safety waiver signed by a parent/guardian. Bicycles
are not permitted on the skate elements.
So come out and join the fun! Who knows? If we get
enough people there we might be able to do this on a
regular basis?
I would like to thank in advance our Council Person
Tonia Reyes-Uranga, Phil Hester and Toni Y. FordHixon from the Community Outreach & Mobile Programs department for assisting us with putting this
project together.

Albert Guerra
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Modern Bloom is a great alternative
to the usual stores

Kids Art Zone is hands-on fun
for kids

MODERN BLOOM
Modern Bloom has opened a storefront inside Banana Berry, a
hip marketplace, located at 1092 East Wardlow Road. Modern Bloom is a full-service florist offering exquisite floral arrangements for special events, special occasions, weddings and
corporate accounts.
Modern Bloom also offers floral design services for your home,
offering scheduled weekly and monthly floral arrangement deliveries in the Long Beach area.
In addition to unique floral offerings, Modern Bloom carries
quite a selection of succulents, which are offered for sale individually or planted in unique containers. We also carry an incredible selection of modern and vintage pottery.
Modern Bloom is open Wednesday through Saturday 11:00 to
6:00 and by appointment. Owner, Stacey Grosz, can be
reached at 562-841-2220.

THE KIDS ART ZONE
Pam Allred has fulfilled a dream of hers to have her own space
for children of all ages to come and be creative through different mediums of art. Kaz openned in June with summer classes
in the mornings and afternoons. Also, Saturdays are open studio to create with clay, mosaic, collage and more drawing and
painting. Every week has it's own special theme.
The mission Pam has is to give children a safe and friendly
place to come and lean basic techniques of art by using the 5
Basic Elements of Shape. Through her lessons the children begin to see that drawing is not as hard as it seems. Pam has
been teaching an after school program at Naples Bayside
Academy for the last 3 years. She is a mother of two teenage
boys and loves working with kids.
Please come by and check out this special creative place in Cal
Heights. Phone is 562-537-3145. Summer hours are 10-3 and
Sat. 11-3. Birthday parties are available as KAZ as well.......
Pam would also like to extend classes for adults in the fall.
KAZ~ Kids Art Zone is located in Banana Berry Marketplace at
1090 E. Wardlow Road.
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California Heights Lamp Post
Restoration Moves Ahead
After a long delay, the Cal Heights Lamp Post Restoration project is moving forward with the replacement of all lamp post globe assemblies along Orange Ave. from Wardlow Road to Bixby Road. For
those residents not familiar with the restoration project, it began in 2000. The lamp posts in our
neighborhood were originally installed in the
1930's. Over the years, they have been altered
and, at times, ill maintained due to the economics of
the time. The Cal Heights Neighborhood Association
decided to offer an "Adopt a Lamp Post" program
to fund the restoration.
The original lamp posts had a heavy glass globe
with an iron cage assembly topped with a decorative finial. There are some intact posts remaining,
but the bulk have suffered over the years. We had
one initial order, but the momentum was lost, due to
funding issues. At the last Board of Director's meeting for the neighborhood association, we voted to
fund the restoration of the posts along Orange Ave.
Since it is a major artery in our neighborhood and is
also the location of the mural, the Board thought it
was a great place to invest the money. In addition
to the Orange Ave. posts, we will be restoring those
lamp posts that have been ordered in the past few
years but were on hold, due to minimum order restrictions. A total of 30 lamp post will be restored.
The estimated time for the installation is sometime in
late October.
The estimated total cost for this phase is $17,900.
The bulk of the funding comes from the Home Tour
fundraiser we hold every year. This year is our 10th
annual Home Tour and we ask that you participate.
Your community support will benefit all of Cal
Heights. If you would like to restore a lamp post or
contribute to our project, please see the form available on the website, calheights.org. The order will
be placed mid-September. Since the minimum order
is 24, there will be a wait until we raise the funds
for another order. If you are considering restoring
the post in front of you home, now is the time to do
it. Thank you to everyone who has supported our
project over the years. Hopefully, the gleaming new
lamp posts along Orange will be an inspiration to
restore every lamp post in Cal Heights!
Karen Highberger
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AIRPORT UPDATE
I have worked hard to protect California Heights from the
impacts of the Long Beach Airport because protecting the
quality of life in our neighborhoods is my top priority.
I understand that residents throughout our city are concerned about environmental impacts from the Port, Freeways and Airport. The impacts of the airport are not limited to noise that disrupts our children at schools, customers at our businesses, or our friends and families at
home – increased activity at the airport affects how we,
as a community, balance the need to protect our
neighborhoods against the pressures of economic expansion. I have fought to protect residents from the harmful
effects of air pollution and feel that we won major concessions to limit to scope of potential airport terminal improvements.
Many questions have been raised regarding the City
Council’s decision to certify the Environmental Impact Report (EIR) and the conditions that were included to protect
the neighborhoods. I made the motion to include the following neighborhood protection measures to be adopted
as a condition for the City Council’s vote to certify the EIR:
· Limit parking positions to a maximum of 12 aircrafts
at the terminal;
· Adopt a sound attenuation program for schools and
homes; and,
· Develop a mitigation monitoring program for
residents and businesses.
These measures impose significant constraints on potential
growth at the airport and effectively provide what individuals opposed to certification had requested. By including these measures as conditions in the EIR, we
avoided costly FAA requirements and possible legal challenges to the noise ordinance that limits flights.
It should be noted that it was not the will of the City Council, including my colleagues who represent other airportimpacted communities, to de-certify the EIR. This position
was made clear by the fact that the City Council did not
approve a motion by Council Member Patrick O’Donnell,
which I seconded, to continue the certification vote for a
minimum of 60 days and direct staff and the consultants
to provide further study on the use of Parcel O for private aircraft and additional mitigation measures.
Also at the June 20, 2006 meeting, the City Council voted
4-3 to approve a conceptual site plan of 97,545 sq. ft. of
maximum terminal capacity. While this is significantly
smaller than the 133,000 sq ft that was originally referred for City Council approval back in February 2005,
I voted with Council Members O’Donnell and Gabelich to
limit the size of the proposed terminal to the smaller site
plan of 79,725 sq. ft., but that vote also failed. Like the

102,000 sq. ft. plan that the City Council approved for
purposes of “scoping” the EIR, this 97,545 sq. ft. plan can
be amended at any time, independent of the actions to
certify the EIR.
It is very important to understand that certification of an
EIR does not equate to approving a project. The EIR provides policy makers with information regarding a range
of predefined impacts – including traffic, dust, noise, toxic
exposure, water contamination – that would occur during
the construction and operation of a proposed facility. It is
also important to understand identifying “significant impacts” would not prevent a project from being approved – an EIR is an informational document that is intended to disclose potential impacts.
To further bolster our ability to protect neighborhoods, I
placed a motion, on the July 1, 2006 City Council
agenda, to extend the statutory time limit allowed under
the California Environment Quality Act (CEQA) for appellants to negotiate with the City to address perceived inadequacies in the EIR. I did this because I felt that the EIR
could be strengthened without removing the three conditions that were previously adopted to mitigate the impacts. I feel that additional time will allow the appellants
and the City to work collaboratively towards a mutually
agreeable position that will protect our neighborhoods by
upholding the limits on flights as prescribed under the
noise ordinance.
Please keep in mind – the City Council has not
approved a terminal improvement project at this time.
And regardless of the outcome of the EIR vote, we have to
contend with current operational issues such as excessive
helicopter and small craft activity as well as the routine
curfew violations from late night/early morning flight activity. We must remain vigilant and continue to report
noise violations as they occur and not tolerate excessive
airport activity. The final vote to approve a new terminal
is yet to come and I will need your support at that time to
ensure that California Heights is fully protected from the
unwanted impacts of the airport.
I will be holding meetings throughout the district to discuss
this important topic. You can also get updates on the ongoing saga of the Airport by visiting my website at
http://www.longbeach.gov/district7/default.asp or to
sign-up for our e-notify email subscription service to receive notices. As always, please feel free to contact me
at (562) 570-6139 should you have any questions regarding the airport or other community concerns.
Thank you once again for your continued support and involvement in our community.

Tonia Reyes-Uranga
7th District Councilmember
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RESTORE, PRESERVE AND EXHALT!
I stood for some time admiring the craftsmanship of our
newly purchased historic home. How best to approach
restoration of this gem in the rough, so lovingly built more
than eighty years ago? As ideas passed before my
mind’s eye, I wondered: How shall I begin assessment of
this special home and its surroundings so not to miss any of
its hidden assets? How best to proceed with design and
construction to carefully preserve the original architectural
features and make the most of its potential? Additionally,
how do I remain within budget and still arrive at a functional and aesthetically unified living space?

improvement generally begins with either conceptual or
working drawings. If you have the design vision and the
skill to articulate it on paper, make accurate scale drawings of the elevations needed to convey your ideas to the
contractor. If not, hire a historic home savvy designer.
Share your ideas, journal and photos of projects that most
closely reveal the look and feel you desire. Socially and
spatially gifted designers can readily assess all of a client’s information, comment on what is workable and return
with a set of elevation drawings that represent their client’s vision.

If, like me, you find yourself in this position with your own
historic home, then I’d say you’ve come to the right place!
As an historic consultant and designer it is indeed my
pleasure to welcome you to my column. My goal is to inspire you to action and help guide you through the paths
of successful home improvement while providing a good
read for those interested in architecture, architectural history and the pursuit of its truth and beauty. This first installment is devoted to orientation. So, let the fun begin!

Architects are needed for major additions and have
working knowledge of practical engineering aspects of
design, construction and building codes. Architects create
precise working drawings with technical specifications
needed for the building and planning commission to issue
permits and for contractors who will build the project. Architects often interface with designers, fine tuning stylistic
details and aesthetics of the architectural drawings in accordance with their client’s wishes.

HOMEWORK FIRST
Always look before you leap. The first thing I do is to
start a journal. Putting things in writing makes them more
tangible. List what you would like to accomplish. Include
practical living needs and aesthetic preferences, along
with your budgetary allowances. Also, include an inventory of your home’s architectural assets. Take care to insure that your choices remain compatible with your duty
to preserve and honor its historic architecture. Think how
you would like the space to feel and assign a few adjectives or phrases to characterize that feeling, such as cozy,
dramatic or understated, spacious, invigorating or meditative.

The key to success with architects is to find a good match
between your personalities and your visions for the project. Interview architects who specialize in historic home
improvement. Look at their finished projects and gather
feedback from their clients. Trust your intuition. You
should know when you’ve found a match!

Next, visit an architectural bookstore such as Hennessey &
Engalls in Santa Monica or Book Soup at South Coast
Plaza. Find books that have both large color photos and
informative text. Take time to study examples that pertain to your area of focus. If you are doing the work
yourself, supplement with how-to books. Review your
journal often. As your ideas evolve, add entries and attach photos of finished products you prefer. Also, tour
historic homes and ranchos open to the public. The Gamble House and Lummis Home are two must see destinations. Remember to bring your journal! Over a couple of
months, you’ll notice your aesthetic sense becoming more
finely attuned and the effects you desire becoming
clearer. This is exactly what’s supposed to happen! Your
homework will begin to pay off, and you will be ready to
speak with professional tradesmen.
DESIGNERS, ARCHITECTS AND CONTRACTORS
Even if you are a do-it-yourselfer, you’ll likely be using
one or more of these professionals. Well conceived home

Contractors have a decidedly different set of skills and
should not be expected to design your project. Contractors implement the project by closely referencing the conceptual and working drawings created by your designer
or architect. They should be knowledgeable about the
physical properties and appropriate utilization of specific
construction materials and can assist with the selection of
those materials best suited to your purpose. Make sure
you have good chemistry and communication, especially if
you are a do-it-yourselfer.
PROCESS, PRODUCT AND QUALITY
Successful historic home improvement is measured by the
final product, to be sure, but the process can be an interesting and engaging learning experience as well. I encourage you to be patient and flexible so that you may
enjoy the journey. Remember, there are many methods in
construction and design. Use quality materials and hire
skilled professionals and your projects should have successful outcomes.
Pursue the path that best meets your practical and aesthetic needs while honoring your home’s architecture and
you will enhance the quality of your own life and contribute to the beautification and sense of community in your
neighborhood as well. Isn’t that what it’s all about?

Kevin Doherty
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Celebrating Ten Years
California Heights Annual
Home & Garden Tour
TICKETS NOW ON SALE
Join us on Sunday, October 1st, 2006 from 11:00
a.m. to 4:00 p.m. to celebrate the California
Heights Annual Home & Garden Tour’s Tenth Anniversary. This year’s tour will revisit four great
homes from past tours and debut two previously
unseen homes.
Homes showcased on this year’s tour include:
An English Tudor, featured in 1997, underwent
some unfortunate interior changes under a series
of owners. New homeowners completed a sensitive restoration that includes a complete kitchen
and breakfast nook remodel, restoration of the
existing bathrooms, living room fireplace and relandscaping of the garden.
A Mission Revival, featured in 2001, recently received a sensitive addition that includes a complete kitchen remodel and a master bedroom and
bath addition to the rear of the home.
A Spanish Colonial Revival, featured in 2001, recently received an upstairs bath remodel and is
worth revisiting just to see the beautiful garden
complete with koi pond.
A Spanish Colonial Revival, featured in 2003,
with a sensitive addition to the rear of the home
so impressed former City of Long Beach Historic
Preservation Officer, Ruthann Lehrer, that she
toured the house three times.
Debuting this year is a classic Neo-traditional
style home with beautiful landscaping and recently completed kitchen remodel as well as an
eclectic bungalow that received an overall facelift
after being neglected by prior owners.
Generously sponsored by John Reynolds the tour
will again include gourmet box lunches by Delius
Restaurant, floral centerpieces by Bixby Knolls
Florist, a variety of talented musicians and the little red trolley to pick up and drop off riders near

each of the homes and Jan’s Antique Mall
throughout the event.
Ticket cost is $20.00 pre-sale or $25.00 on the
day of the event. Tickets with gourmet box lunch
from Delius Restaurant are $30.00 and are only
available pre-sale until September 25, 2006.
Lunches include turkey wraps with chipotle mayonnaise, jicama slaw with peanuts, double chocolate
chip cookie, carbonated beverage or water.
Tickets are on sale now at Jan’s Antique Mall,
1133 E. Wardlow Road, 562-424-9935 and
B & B Hardware, 929 E. Wardlow Road, 562490-2269. Please note that the day of event
tickets will only be available at Jan’s Antique
Mall. We are unable to accept credit cards and
apologize for any inconvenience this may cause.
For more information call CHNA at 562-4246727 or visit our website at www.calheights.org.
Home tour ticket order forms are available on the
website.
Docents and general volunteers are always
needed! If you are interested in volunteering
please call Kathryn Costantino at 562-981-3671
or e-mail calheightshometour@earthlink.net.
Kerrie Weaver
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TREES ON WALNUT
Continued from page 1

Please take a few minutes a year to help insure the
survival of our street trees. Deep water young trees
every four to six weeks, and mature trees, except
coast live oaks, every six to eight weeks in summer.
Ask your gardener to maintain a sod free area
around the base to prevent weed whacker damage. These two simple steps will prevent the demise of most of our trees. Hopefully, they will provide for generations!

Support Your
Local Businesses
California Heights ReLeaf thanks all of the volunteers for their hard work. Once again, we owe arborist Jen Lifland and Tree People Los Angeles a
heartfelt thanks for all they continue to do to help
ReLeaf California Heights. Thanks to B&B Hardware for the use of their jumbo ice chest that kept
our refreshments frosty! Also, thanks to OSH for the
discounted mulch. Thanks to Lakewood Women’s
Club and the Seventh District Office for sending in
troops. And not least, we thank the resident that
heeded our request and left a garbage can and
garden hose near the parkway!
Oh, I must mention resident Dolores, who cared so
much about her trees that she insisted upon a care
lesson before she would allow us to touch them.
Now that’s what we’re talkin’ about! Good luck with
your crape myrtles, Delores, and thanks for caring.
John Royce
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VOLUNTEER SPOTLIGHT

John Royce, pictured third from the left, has
been involved in the California Heights
Neighborhood for the past 6 years. John has
become chairperson of Cal Heights ReLeaf, has
overseen the Dana Branch Library Native planting, is the Advertising Coordinator for the Cal
Heights Newsletter, writes articles for the newsletter regarding gardening, and is a member of
the California Heights Neighborhood Association’s Board of Directors. In addition to working
hard for our community, John has been known to
perform “Random Acts of Gardening” for his
neighbors and friends. He can be seen planting
plants or pulling a weeds all around Cal
Heights. Thank you John for all of your appreciated hard work! You are amazing!
Ilana Brackett
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Ivy in the Yard of 3707 Gardenia
To start with, Mom and Dad bought one of the last
three vacant lots in the 3700 block of Gardenia
Avenue in 1948. That next year the back house
was built which was later to become the garage
you see today. Five years later the regular set back
house was built and completed in 1956.
Mom and Dad didn’t want any part of mowing
grass so they planted a wide leaf variegated ivy
where most people would have had a grass lawn.
The parkway had a small flowered orange gazania.
Ivy is really very hard to kill, and very drought tolerant and easy to maintain. It does have a habit of
growing over the walkways and sidewalks. Combine those simple conditions along with some nice
mature parkway trees, and all one must do after
just a little rain is go out and hack back the ivy. I
got a taste of trimming the ivy while Mom was on
vacation a number of years back. This prompted
me to let her know that if I was ever put in charge
of keeping it trimmed, out it would come and something more realistic put in its place like succulents
and cactus. In the late spring of 2003 Mom alerted
me that she was ready to call it quits and I began a
six-month eradication of nearly two-foot high wide
leafed ivy of 47 years. Oh, and there was also a
smallish English green ivy in the back yard too which
came out.
Now not only is the ivy gone, but the three mature
carob trees became diseased recently and had to
be removed. I wouldn’t have wanted the city to
deal with the very warped looking sidewalks until
the trees were gone. Now we have nice and flat
sidewalks and a finally near completely new dry
garden look.
Ruth Barnes
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A 1949 picture of the back house of 3707 Gardenia

Support Your
Local Businesses
The house of Roy and Mary Ellen Barnes

in 1956

, 1957
Ruth and Lee Barnes standing at the curb

IMPORTANT NUMBERS
Police Department (Non-Emergency)
435-6711
Police North Substation (Non-Emergency)
570-5891
Fire Department
570-2500

AUGUST

COMMUNITY CALENDAR

26th Mobile Skate Board on Wheels, 2:00 p.m.
California Avenue and Bixby Road (Between
Longfellow Elementary and Hughes Middle School)
SEPTEMBER

California Heights Neighborhood Assoc.
981-2258
California Heights Releaf
426-3407

14th Bi-Monthly Neighborhood Meeting, 7:00 p.m.
Jan’s Antiques Mall, 1133 E. Wardlow Road,
(Corner of Cerritos & Wardlow)
Info 997-8888 or www.calheights.org

Dana Branch Library
570-1042

1st

Rancho Los Cerritos
570-1755
Long Beach Building Department
570-6651
Long Beach Animal Control
570-PETS (7387)
Airport Noise
570-2678 / 570-2600
Graffiti Paint-Out
570-2773
Garage Sale Hotline
570-YARD (9273)
Noise Control
570-4126 (press 4)
Parkway Tree Trimming/Removal
570-2755
Shopping Cart Retrieval
570-2876
Street Potholes
570-3259
Tonia Reyes-Uranga
7th District Councilmember
570-6139
district7@ci.long-beach.ca.us
Rae Gabelich
8th District Councilmember
570-1326
district8@longbeach.gov
Jan Ostashay
Neighborhood Preservation Officer
570-6864
City of Long Beach Website
www.ci.long-beach.ca.us
Long Beach Recycles Website
www.longbeach-recycles.org
Long Beach Unified School District
www.lbusd.k12.ca.us/index.asp

Official CHNA Website
www.calheights.org

OCTOBER

The Tenth Annual Home & Garden Tour,
11:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. Tickets at Jan’s Antiques
Mall, 1133 E. Wardlow Road,
Info 997-8888 or www.calheights.org

Get involved in the community

If you would like to include information for future newsletters,
Please forward articles, photos or suggestions to calheightsnews@aol.com by the following dates. Thank you to all
that have responded.

Flyer Distribution
September 23
November 18

Deadline for Articles, etc.
September 9
November 4

The Next Cal Heights
Neighborhood Meeting

Thursday, September 14th, 7:00 p.m.
Jan’s Antiques Mall

